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In a nutshell
Based on in-depth interviews with dozens of streaming services worldwide, Caretta
Research has identified five core operational strategies pursued by successful online
video service providers, mapping these to proven technology approaches.

Maximizing distribution and reach depends on developing apps for myriad devices and integrating with
multiple aggregators and partners; a pure direct-to-consumer model will struggle to scale.
Supporting diverse platforms and devices creates the single biggest challenge most streaming services
face; careful technology choices can mitigate this.

Consumers’ user experience expectations are high, yet many streaming services are failing to deliver; they
find it can be prohibitively expensive and time consuming to keep up with constant market innovation.
The 80:20 rule applies to streaming technology where a proven commercial technology platform can deliver
a majority of requirements quickly, with internal engineering effort focused on points of differentiation and
market-specific features.

Delivering user engagement at scale demands technology and budget to support customer acquisition and
retention; this essential capability is often overlooked by new streaming services.
Data and analytics form a crucial part of online video operations, enabling consumer behavior, content
consumption, advertising and marketing campaigns to be measured and optimized.

The streaming market never stands still, demanding agility and flexibility in technology provision with regular
deployments and a well-defined roadmap.
Rapid time-to-market of new services and features is vital; any delay risks losing customers to competitors
and represents lost revenue that can never be recovered.

Maximizing monetization requires a continually-flexible approach, able to integrate new revenue models, ad
tech and payment partners.
All of the strategies combined maximize the chance of an online video provider building scale and
profitability.
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Business imperative 1

Distribution

Maximizing ways to reach audiences across multiple screens and devices is the number one focus of successful streaming
services and is dominating technology strategy. Streaming is a global business, allowing media companies to reach far
beyond their home market, but increasing the complexity of distribution exponentially.
Successful streaming video providers are taking a three-step approach to entering new markets:

1

Landing with the launch of their own existing direct-to-consumer services on websites and mobile apps. Establishing
their brand with free ad-supported services, or with early-adopter consumers willing to subscribe directly using
payment cards or app store transactions.

2

Entrenching their position by developing apps for popular smart TV platforms and streaming sticks to reach the main

3

Expanding their audience and subscriber base by partnering with super-aggregators, joining billing and bundling

TV screen.

partners such as pay TV and telco operators, and offering content and apps integrated with proprietary platforms
like set-top boxes.

Some consumers are ‘content first, platform second’ – but a majority are ‘platform first, content
second’ — they go first to Amazon Fire TV, or Roku or Samsung Tizen and see what’s available.
SVOD platform
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A lot of vendors can do Android and iOS, but they’re struggling with support for 10-foot
experiences. A lot of them do not reach into living room devices. And that’s where we make
our bread and butter, where people consume content. They’ll watch on an iPhone for 10
minutes, but they’ll consume 40 minutes on a large screen format.
AVOD platform

Smart TV frustration

Aggregation integration complexity

Technology decision makers tell us that their biggest area

Working

of frustration is trying to support multiple devices and

technology complexity—from dealing with local telcos,

smart TV platforms with varying capabilities. This sucks up

payment providers and platforms to delivering full catalog,

huge amounts of engineering effort, involving continual

billing and entitlement integration.

testing across hundreds of physical devices.

example where the streaming service delivers a catalog and

with

super-aggregators

drives

increasing

Hybrid models, for

backend video distribution to a third-party aggregator’s
Streaming services report becoming disillusioned with

frontend,

present

further

technology

demands.

technology providers that fail to support the devices or
operating systems needed in a new market. Limiting the

This assumes the streaming service has the market clout to

range of consumer devices, platforms and screens reached,

get on to the device and aggregator platforms in the first

or having to wait for a new platform to be supported in a

place. Some smaller, more agile media companies recognize

roadmap, acts as a drag on a streaming service’s ability to

that their best chance of reaching the largest market is by

compete and win new customers.

choosing a technology partner with existing platform
relationships and integrations in place.

We have all those apps in the market
for iOS, Android, Samsung TVs, Roku,
Amazon Fire, etc. You name it, you have
to have it. We like to be everywhere we
can technically reach, that’s the main goal.

Aggregator platform, APAC
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You have to think ‘where is everyone
and how do I go find them?’ And your
technology partner needs to be of a
similar mindset.
SVOD platform
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Business imperative 2

Experience

A significant number of streaming services are failing to deliver the level of user experience that viewers have come to
expect. In the competitive streaming market it’s not enough to offer only basic features or rely solely on content—delivering
a great user experience is now the key battleground for streaming platforms.
If consumers can’t quickly and easily find something they want to watch, if they find the service too hard to use or unreliable,
or get frustrated, they’ll soon go elsewhere. Putting the right content in front of the right user at the right moment is crucial
to drive “stickiness”, ensuring users stay watching, and keep returning.
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Reducing friction
The best streaming services pay relentless attention to every detail of the user lifecycle, systematically eliminating points of
friction from sign-up through consumption, even making it easy to cancel a subscription or skip ads.
But delivering this is complex, and demands multiple technology and operational disciplines, including:
•

User interface (UI) and user journey design for each
device, including the presentation of content and
integration with metadata and compelling imagery.

•

Recommendation of relevant content based on
algorithms driven by rich metadata, user viewing habits,
and carefully-managed rules.

•

Rapid delivery of new user-facing features, to enhance
the user experience.

•

For aggregator services, seamlessly combining content
from multiple sources into a single unified UI and user
experience.

•

Editorially-driven curation and promotion of titles by
the marketing or content team.

•

Managing seamless sign-up, single sign-on,
subscription and support journeys.

•

Ensuring the mechanics of backend video delivery
work, so content appears immediately when the viewer
presses play, and doesn’t buffer or stop.

•

Personalization of the UI and content offered based on
user cohorts and individual preferences, with the ability
for users to use a personal profile on shared devices.

I still think you need to have a good editorial team to promote good content to your users. I think
that’s still the key. Whether you’re planning a FAST* channel or an AVOD service.
AVOD platform
*FAST is ‘free ad-supported streaming TV’, a linear-like way to consume streaming content

User experience innovation
Beyond the basics, constant innovation is needed to remain competitive. For example, as established
broadcasters find viewing hours shifting from linear TV to their broadcaster VOD (BVOD) services, they are
responding to changing consumption habits by moving away from a traditional TV schedule and offering box
sets to satisfy binge-watching cravings. In turn, this needs tech development: basic features like autoplay of
the next episode, and now more advanced functionality allowing viewers to skip titles, recaps and end credits.
Consumers of AVOD services expect ad breaks to be seamless and relevant—yet too many services still buffer as ads
are inserted, or bombard users with the same few ads repetitively.
SVOD services frequently build unnecessary barriers in the subscription flow—from demanding an email address even
before presenting price options, to failing to deal with local currencies, to making smart TV users tap out passwords
using a remote control.
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Technology drivers: in-house vs. out of the box
Keeping

up

with

best-practice

and

fast-changing

consumer expectations are demanding. In this context,
every online video

service

must

In response, many media companies have expanded
in-house development teams.

consider which

technology features they want to develop directly,

•

and which are best delivered by a technology partner.

Technology capabilities are important for many
media businesses—streaming services have multiple
components and integrations, not all of which can be

Our research with multiple streaming services finds that
many are now taking a pragmatic approach: working with
technology suppliers to deploy essential functionality
rapidly,

while

ensuring

that

those

solutions

provided off-the-shelf.
•

But there is an opportunity cost of using in-house
engineers: if they are not focused on developing points

are

of differentiation, this represents a lost opportunity

componentized and modular, allowing easy extensibility

and lost revenue potential.

to add custom capabilities and market-specific features.
•

If

in-house

development

resources

are

busy

reinventing the wheel (but without the experience and
capability of a more-experienced supplier), the result
can be a 100% fit with yesterday’s requirements, but
in the meantime, the streaming world has moved on

Smart media companies are focusing internal
effort on developing on top of well-proven solution
components: integrating, filling gaps, and adding
points of differentiation.
The global streaming giants are setting consumer
expectations for user experience, reliability, ease

•

•

platform providers face similar issues, expressing
frustration with the speed and prioritization of
release roadmaps.
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80-90%

of

the

For the remaining 10-20% they need to decide how
important that is to their business and revenue, and
then how to address that gap cost-effectively.

par user experience.
Streaming services using less-capable technology

reaches

video

demands.

with limited and outdated solutions that deliver sub-

•

platform

streaming

a well-defined roadmap keeping pace with consumer

Few media companies have enough expertise and

They often end up compromising, becoming trapped

off-the-shelf

capabilities needed by a typical media company, with

financial resources to match this experience.
•

best-in-class

technology

of use and features.
•

A

•

This typically includes adding innovative aspects
of user experience, plus niche market-specific
capabilities not well covered by vendors, such as
specific platform, billing, or advertising integrations.
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Business imperative 3

Engagement

Getting the distribution and user experience right won’t maximize engagement if the streaming service doesn’t fully
understand and effectively target its intended audience. And if those interactions can’t be measured and analyzed, the
online video provider is essentially operating in the dark.
Media companies have three main buckets of expense when launching and operating an engaging streaming service:
Technology. Potentially an open-ended expense, managing technology costs closely is essential if a streaming
service is to succeed. This issue is compounded as technology costs can often be fixed, regardless of the
number of users or subscribers.
Content. To be competitive, an attractive and frequently-refreshed content catalog is essential, including some
original or exclusive content. Generally, the bigger budget for content, the better.
Marketing. Investing in customer acquisition and retention is an essential, yet often neglected, expense.
Streaming services find they need to allocate 30% of total budget here, particularly in the early stages, if they
are to succeed.

Driven by data
To ensure these budgets are spent effectively, data is an
essential underpinning, with effective analysis of:

1

How individual consumers are using the service,
and how to increase their engagement through
better

recommendations,

discovery,

offers,

promotions, and advertising.

2

What content viewers watch, when and how,
to optimize the catalog and the way content is
presented to users.

3

Which strategies are most effective in recruiting
profitable customers, and how to proactively
mitigate the risk of churn.
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The cost of marketing is often underestimated by media companies pivoting to direct-to-consumer services for the first
time. To be most effective, this also needs support from technology. For example, the more advanced online video providers
are using analytics for automating a churn retention campaign: building a cohort of the most valuable “at-risk” users and
running a targeted marketing strategy proactively, not waiting until the moment the customer decides to cancel.
Customer acquisition funnel capabilities are also important: tracking referral sources, monitoring trial users to see what
they watch on which devices during that trial, keeping them hooked, offering the right conversation strategy, and retargeting
them if they don’t watch anything.

Linking costs to revenue growth
When it comes to technology platform costs, in-house builds have a mostly fixed cost base regardless of the number of
users and revenue, meaning the technology cost can become disproportionately high, eating into the budget available for
content and customer acquisition.
Growing streaming services often find it preferable to use a technology provider with a SaaS model where costs are on a
per-active-user basis or per-stream basis. This keeps tech and platform costs in proportion to revenue and scale, making
this an economical option for all but the largest platforms.

Free content is great for conversion, and building that direct relationship with the consumer
is really, really important.
Global SVOD platform

There’s an emerging need for us to be
better with data, for example marketing
wants to understand better what users are
doing and how to market to them more
efficiently.

If we get complaints, it’s invariably, two
things. One is about the volume of ads.
And then the other is about stream
quality, which is very hard to diagnose
[without effective QoS and QoE analytics].

Major broadcaster BVOD platform

AVOD platform
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Data and analytics
In our research, streaming service operators making

Despite its importance, analytics remains an immature

effective use of data and analytics say it’s crucial to be

area of technology for most streaming services, one

able to measure the impact of technology, content, and

that is still developing rapidly:

marketing, to know where to focus.
•

but find they struggle with video-specific analysis.

At the top of the list is performance data about content:
which titles are performing best with the most valuable
groups of users. This is crucial given content is such a

•

Some are using specialist streaming video analytics,
but often find they need to use more than one

large slice of most streaming video services’ investment.
The most mature media companies are far more focused

Some are using conventional web analytics providers,

solution in parallel.
•

Some rely on the built-in analytics of their streaming

on using data than others, gaining a market advantage.

technology provider, but find some more basic

The other key areas of analytics include:

platforms provide only limited data.

•

Understanding user behaviors to drive marketing,

•

measuring events in the video player across multiple

acquisition, and retention.
•

Increasing engagement through better personalisation
and recommendations.

•

Improving UX by understanding how users navigate

Some report challenges – such as the difficulty of
apps and platforms.

•

Some are building their own data lakes to aggregate
multiple sources of data, adding analytics and
dashboarding tools on top.

and use the platform, removing friction.
•

Increasing advertising revenues through better firstparty data about users.

•

Working with established technology vendors with proven
experience in video-specific data analytics can accelerate
results. Tech suppliers who offer tools to interpret data

Ensuring quality of service (QoS) and quality of

and make it more easily actionable for business users,

experience (QoE) for users to ensure the platform

benchmark it against other services, or hook directly into

and video streaming are working correctly. The

a marketing campaign, are also valued by many online

most advanced platforms are proactively identifying

video providers.

potential issues, for example, if the time to start
playing content increases, that may be an indicator of
a DRM or CDN issue.
•

A/B testing is also important for many services, and
allows them to fine-tune their UI, marketing, and
overall UX. Multiple minor changes in UI are tested
on a defined cohort of users and the impact on
engagement and content consumption immediately
measured.
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Business imperative 4

Agility

In an industry of constant evolution, creating a technology architecture that is flexible, delivers new requirements easily,
with a fast time-to-market for new services and features is a high priority for streaming services. Conversely, many
services with a less-flexible “monolithic” platform have discovered that the initial convenience of an all-in-one end-to-end
solution is rapidly eroded as their growth is constrained by a subsequent lack of extensibility.

Avoiding technology missteps
A delicate balance between flexibility and certainty is needed: Streaming services regularly tell us that it’s very hard to
determine their real requirements at launch—so they chose to gain a head start in the early stages by working with an
established technology platform.
However, if that same solution can’t subsequently be extended and integrated, or components switched out as the streaming
service matures, the inevitable end result is a costly re-implementation, necessitating a switch to an entirely new platform.
This happens far more often than it should.
Unforeseen issues with inflexible technology platforms that we’ve heard in our research with media companies include:
•

Subscriptions only available with card payments (and sometimes only in U.S. dollars), holding back growth in
international markets.

•

A lack of internal multi-tenancy for different brands or countries, requiring a service to deploy a completely separate
platform to reach a new market.

•

Inability to mix and match components, especially those that drive commodity cost (such as multi-DRM and CDNs).

Successful online video providers are increasingly taking a hybrid approach: launch fast with proven technology, but
ensure that initial solution choice has the modularity and flexibility to adapt to a fast-changing business.

Backend vs. frontend
A robust and capable backend for a streaming video technology platform is a core enabler for streaming services, both in the
video domain (encoding, packaging, distributing) and the business logic domain (managing content and metadata, catalog
and carousels, user subscriptions, identify and entitlement, personalization, recommendation, and adtech).
Flexibility is maximized by consolidating logic in the backend, minimizing dependencies on the frontend (UI, apps, player). It’s
the frontend that typically requires the most diversity (across devices) and frequent updates, and is best delivered loosely
coupled, communicating with the backend through APIs.
As a related benefit, media companies tell us that they find it much easier to recruit frontend developers who can add user
experience differentiation without needing in-depth streaming experience.
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Enabling rapid time-to-market
Time to market is a critical measure in streaming: any delay
in launching a new service or feature means lost viewers or
subscribers, and lost revenue that can never be regained.
Streaming services tell us they look for technology
providers that can:
•

Deploy a new platform within one quarter.

•

Deliver continuous development, rolling out new
features every 3-6 weeks.

•

Respond quickly and proactively to requests for

When I talk to people about building
their own platform, the problem is that
their engineers aren’t going to be in the
marketplace. They’re not going to be talking
to people about where the aggregators are,
where are we going, what’s going on with
the TV manufacturers.
Global streaming platform

specific/custom feature requests.

Accessing the best content
•

Platforms wanting to license studio content need to
provide validation of their cyber security, DRM, and
content protection capabilities to meet distributors’
strict requirements.

•

A new streaming service will have much easier access
to premium content if it is using a known-secure
technology platform as a base.

•

Effective security is also crucial for protecting viewers’
personal information and maintaining compliance with
privacy regulations.

If a technology platform provider is
meeting 80% of your business [needs] for
a good price, it’s hard to move for one new
feature. But over time, that can build up
to the point where you’re becoming less
competitive because they’re not keeping
up. They need to be able to follow quickly
and provide features that raise what the
consumer expects.
Specialist-interest streaming platform
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We haven’t been flexible enough on our
frontend. You have to have a centralized
orchestration of the frontend — it need
not be very smart because the backend
should be smart.
AVOD/FAST/freemium streaming platform
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Technology drivers: roadmap and updates
Technology decision makers tell us that their online video

Is the technology provider continually investing in

technology providers’ vision, and ability to deliver relevant

developing its product?

new functionality regularly is a critical enabler for the
success of their services. Key questions they ask include:

•

As the market demands new features, and media
companies enter new markets with distinct needs, the

Does the technology provider share a long-term vision

technology platform provider needs to keep up. Being

with the media company—on platform strategy, scale,

a fast-follower (rather than at the bleeding edge),

and business models?

continually adding key new updates and innovation
while keeping within budget.

•

While moving technology platforms isn’t impossible,
it’s an overhead. So it’s best not to need to move
because customer and technology provider are
aligned with a shared vision.

Does the technology platform provider have a strong
customer base?
•

A vibrant and relevant roadmap depends on having
enough companies with similar needs using the
platform.

•

The long-term prosperity and security of the
technology platform, and the economies of scale for
the media companies using it, depend on the revenue
of a sufficiently-large number of customers.
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Business imperative 5

Monetization

All of this, done right, drives revenue for media companies. But effective monetization of streaming services also
requires appropriate enabling technology to be in place. Generating subscription and advertising revenues with online
video services is often more challenging than in legacy broadcasting and pay TV, so it is crucial that potential monetization
models are not constrained by the technology platform.

FAST flexibility
The recent growth of FAST (free ad-supported streaming TV) services illustrates the need for flexibility. This model allows
media companies to deliver a linear-like service, typically via aggregators including the Roku Channel, Samsung TV Plus, and
Xumo. Not only does this require specific streaming technology and integration to new partners, but it creates opportunities
to share advertising inventory between the content owner, aggregation partner and device platform owner.

Why do you want to go out and build a custom OVP for example? I mean, the only reason you
do that is you truly want to have the freedom without having to rely on a partner who has to
service other clients as well. But the cost of having to build all that from scratch and maintain it is
ridiculously high.
Global streaming aggregator platform

Accessing ad(ditional) revenue
Some streaming services we’ve spoken to have found themselves stuck with an online video technology platform that only
supports subscription models. This has prevented them from launching an ad-funded AVOD version, or a hybrid/freemium
model, or has forced a major re-platforming project.
Even if a streaming service starts off with a purely-SVOD model, in a fast-evolving market, it is a good strategy to keep
monetization models flexible, and ensure the technology platform can integrate with adtech systems, or enable other
models such as transactional payments.
If the backend streaming technology doesn’t support new models like this, a media company may find itself cut off from a
potentially-lucrative new revenue stream, or having to build a parallel process.
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Payments are harder than they look
Subscriptions may seem straightforward, but inadequate payment technology leads directly to lost revenue.
One streaming service we spoke to discovered its billing provider was bouncing many payments at the end of the
month when customers’ credit limits were stretched, leading to the accounts automatically being terminated—
effectively creating their own unnecessary churn. Switching to a subscription partner with better payment recovery
techniques, retrying failed transactions at the beginning of the next month, immediately reduced this problem.
Any streaming service operating globally must plan beyond payment cards, with integrations for multiple payment providers
including app stores, aggregator partners, telecom providers through direct carrier billing (DCB), and market-specific payment
providers. These, of course, need to work with multiple currencies and tax systems.
After the challenge of making apps work on multiple smart TV and streaming stick platforms, integrating with a diverse
range of payment providers is the most-commonly cited pain point for international online video providers.

Emerging-market payments haven’t been the biggest priority [for many technology platform
vendors] so in a lot of cases the development of their payment networks isn’t as advanced,
it’s still in development.
Regional SVOD platform
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Achieving streaming success
With all of the strategies for streaming success we’ve highlighted in this report,
based on the real-world experiences of dozens of media companies, technology
plays a crucial role. Choosing the right technology approach and partners includes
achieving an optimum balance between buying best-of-breed services and
components, and in-house development of key points of differentiation. In turn,
this can increase distribution reach, enhance user experience and engagement,
accelerate time-to-market and maximize revenue potential.
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About Caretta Research
Caretta Research is helping media technology buyers and suppliers make better
technology decisions by using real information. We combine decades of experience
in the industry with continuous hands-on research and an extensive network of
technology buyers and decision-makers to help vendors understand and target their
potential market, and to help buyers identify the most-suitable solutions—saving time,
reducing risk and lowering costs.
To learn more visit www.carettaresearch.com

About Kaltura
Kaltura’s mission is to power any video experience. Our wide array of video solutions
leverages video to teach, learn, communicate, collaborate, and entertain. Kaltura’s
Media and Telecom business unit helps media & entertainment companies, telcos,
content owners, and publishers deliver next-generation TV experiences and make the
transition to a full-fledged Cloud TV service that satisfies the exacting demands of
today’s TV viewers.
To learn more visit www.kaltura.com

info@carettaresearch.com
+44 20 7112 8395
carettaresearch.com

